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Level from which height is measured for grav PE 

Level of 0 PE

1.  a)  Estimate the gravitational potential energy of this apple.

   Base level (Reference Level, Zero Level):

b)  Does PEg depend on the choice of a base level? 

c)  When does an object have:  

        

i)  Positive PEg?  above base level

ii)  Zero PEg? at base level

    

iii)  Negative PEg?  below base level

d)  Does the change in potential energy (ΔPEg)depend on the 
choice of a base level?  

no
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2.   A 900. kilogram car drives off the edge of a 45 meter high cliff at a speed of 25 
meters per second.  How much energy does the car have at this point?

3.   A runner has 800 joules of kinetic energy.  If he doubles his speed, how much kinetic 
energy does he now have?
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4.   A spring whose spring constant is 125 newtons per meter is compressed 0.50 meter.  

a)  Determine how much energy is stored in the spring.

b)  How much force was needed to compress the spring?
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conversion of energy from one type to another type

passing of energy from one object to another object

Conservation of Energy

Transformation:  

Transfer:   

1)  Basketball is dropped

Transformation:

Transfer:
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Transformation:

Transfer:

2) Arrow is shot by archer

Transformation:

Transfer:

3)  Bus skids to a halt
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Transformation:

Transfer:

4) Light bulb is lit

Chem potential E -> electrical energy -> heat/light

battery -> wires -> bulb

The total energy of an isolated system remains constant.

Energy is neither created nor destroyed, only transferred 
from one object to another object or transformed from one 
type to another type.

no external forces

Conservation of Energy Principle

Meaning:  

Isolated system:   
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Free fall

c) Make a statement about the gravitational potential energy and the kinetic 
energy of the ball as it falls.

d) Make a statement about the total energy of the ball as it falls.

GPE is transformed into KE

Total energy is conserved  AND total mechanical energy 
is conserved


